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DRIVEN TO
PERFORMANCE.
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SPANNER Every cover is a team effort, but this month’s cover took a few 
extra hands, as our Photo Intern Christie Oliver wrangled the 
strobe for Lutes while Cole Seely repeatedly threw whips. Just 
how committed to getting the shot was Christie, though? Even 
as she tumbled down the side of the jump she managed to 
keep the light pointed exactly on Seely, resulting in the image 
you see here.

P: BRENDAN LUTES

Image Data: Canon EOS 5D Mark III, 70-200mm f2.8 lens, ISO 400, 

1/250th @ f9, ProFoto Acute B2 power pack with one ProFoto flash head 

equipped with sports reflector

FEB:14

ON THE COVER 

FEATURE:

VALLEY BOYS
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Wear it. Mount it. Love it.™

GoPro App

  



Kenny Roczen has always wanted one 

thing–to be sitting at the gate staring 

down the start at A1–ready to compete 

for a 450 SX title. Kenny is living his 

dream, never stop chasing yours.

F OXH EAD . COM /WE L I V E / ROCZ EN

  



  



  



Kurt Caselli was much more than a legendary racer, 

he was a true friend and a favorite son in the offroad 

family. Rest in peace, Kurt. You will always be 

remembered as a champion on the bike, and in life.

19 District 37 Championships

4 National H&&H Championships

3 WORCS Championships

8 Time top American ISDE and 

Overall Class Champion 2007 & 2011

2013 RUTA 40 World Rally Champion

Visit FMFRACING.com to purchase KC66 
shirts and stickers. 100% of proceeds 

will go to the Caselli family.

  



  



  



TLD APP AVAILABLE

ON THE APP STORE
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’ve made some of my best friends on a 

motocross bike, and for this month’s cover 

boy Cole Seely, that certainly rings true, 

too. With the off-season upon us and no 

significant races going on, the break gives 

us a chance to explore different options 

when it comes to cover stories. Sure, the 

hottest racer of the moment is always a 

compelling topic—and I’m not saying that 

Seely isn’t one to watch—but the feature 

that backs up this month’s cover photo is 

a little different than most.

“You know what I think would be a cool story 

to do sometime?” said Seely to me earlier in the 

year. “One highlighting the friendship I have with 

Lance [Coury, the FMX rider with the blonde Afro]. 

He actually got me back on a bike after I quit 

racing in my teens.”

A couple months later over lunch with The 

Fasthouse’s Kenny Alexander—promoter of the 

legendary Red Bull A Day In The Dirt Motocross 

Grand Prix—the subject of Seely, Coury, and stunt-

man Riley Harper came up. At this year’s event, 

Alexander added a three-man team race dubbed 

the Bossa Nova and mentioned that the three boys 

from the Valley would be a formidable team. “You 

should do a story on those three,” said Alexander. 

“The Valley Boys. You know that the three of them 

have been buddies since they were young.”

With the seed already planted by Cole, Kenny’s 

suggestion really got the wheels turning in my 

mind, and thus was born the Valley Boys feature 

that you’ll find on page 54. 

To me, the coolest thing about the story of 

Seely, Coury, and Harper is that they all met at the 

track, as kids. They raced together, played with toy 

bikes together, and had sleepovers and birthday 

parties together, forming strong friendships that 

have stood the test of time. And motorcycles con-

tinue to be the common denominator. Seely has 

matured into one of our sport’s top racers, Coury 

EDITOR’S LETTER

I

RANDOM SHIT I LEARNED THIS MONTH

is a gold medal-winning freestyle rider, and Harper 

is considered one of Hollywood’s most prominent 

stuntmen who specializes in motorcycles. How cool 

is that? My childhood best friend had no interest 

in my motorcycle addiction when I was younger, 

and now he’s a grocery store sushi chef who 

collects skateboards. If he hadn’t found me on 

Facebook, I’d have no idea where he was in life. 

The time my staff and I spent with Seely, Coury, 

and Harper was entertaining, to say the least. 

Jokes and insults flew between them nonstop, but 

you could tell that it was all in good fun. Our photo 

shoot got really interesting when the three of them 

decided to fire up their street bikes and head into 

the hills above Harper’s home. As the trio circled 

back and forth through a windy corner for our 

cameras, disaster struck when Coury unexpect-

•	 Lock-on	grips	are	actuaLLy	reaLLy	cooL.	 	

•	 WheeLchair	inner	tubes	are	not	readiLy	avaiLabLe	at	your		

LocaL	bike	shop.	

•	 it’s	nice	to	have	options;	they	Let	you	sLeep	better	at	night.	

•	 don’t	race	With	a	freestyLe	guy	on	the	motocross	track;	 	

some	of	them	Lack	controL	in	corners.	

•	 i	shouLd	have	Let	Jade	dungey	Wear	those	sabotaged	 	

goggLes	after	aLL.

edly cut underneath Harper and cleaned him 

completely off his bike. Riley’s stuntman instincts 

must’ve kicked in, because he tumbled across the 

rumble-strip centerline with a style and grace I’ve 

only previously seen in big budget kung-fu movies. 

The damage? A broken clutch lever and a gouge 

in Riley’s elbow that required a few stitches—but 

nothing that could keep him from crashing a car 

through 10 water barricades the next day on set. 

Naturally, the “freestyle guy can’t ride” cut downs 

flowed freely over dinner and throughout the inter-

view, with Coury denying blame the entire time. 

A Day In The Dirt is only a few days away, and 

I, for one, can’t wait to see how Seely, Coury, and 

Harper do in the Bossa Nova. 
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THE EDITOR’S ANSWERS
TO ALL OF YOUR QUESTIONS

WATCH AND LEARN

Dear TransWorld Motocross,

First things first, I love the magazine and website. 

Each time I flip through the pages of a new issue or 

reload the homepage of the site, there is something 

fresh and interesting to see. My favorite part of the 

site is the video portion, because it lets me see mo-

tocross in action, just the way it should be. Seeing 

the amazing edits on your site and others inspired 

me to pick up a Canon t3i DSLR and play with the 

basic editing software on my laptop, and I’m stoked 

on the few videos I have put together from local 

races. What tips do you have for someone looking to 

improve the quality of their work? Where do you get 

your ideas for angles and shots? And what equip-

ment should I look to upgrade to? Thanks for any 

help, and I can’t wait to see The Flow!

Angelo B.

Belleville, IL

None of us at TWMX have any formal video shooting 

or editing training—we’ve picked it up out of inter-

est and necessity. You’d be surprised what you can 

learn about editing on YouTube; it seems you can 

find a how-to for just about anything these days. 

Other than that, when you see an angle or a shot 

that you like, make note of it and try to duplicate it 

into your own work. As is the case with everything 

in life: practice makes perfect. —Editor.

PROVEN

Dear TransWorld Motocross,

I got a new Suzuki RM-Z450 a while back, 

and the only thing my wife said was I had to 

let her take pics with it. Well, they turned out 

hot as could be, and I told her they were sexy 

enough to be in a magazine. She of course 

didn’t think the same, so if you could blow 

this up as big as possible and put it in to 

prove her wrong, that would be great!

Ron B.

Eau Claire, WI

I think that this letter is going to generate 

more letters. —Editor.

DON’T ASK, AND YE SHALL RECIEVE

Dear TransWorld Motocross,   

I’m a big fan of your site and Facebook page, where 

I saw photos of Erica Nagashima with the Suzuki 

RM-Z450. Besides the fact that Erica is hot, the 

graphic kit on the bike with the TWMX logos made 

me crazy. I have big interest of those graphics for 

my 2012 RM-Z250! Can you guys help me with it, 

and if I can use them, where can I find them? 

Sinal T. 

Israel

Hey there, Sinai. The graphics kit in question was 

made for us by our friend Ron Joynt over at De-

cal Works. Check their website out at decalworks.

com—they have a really cool and detailed shop-

ping cart feature that allows you to totally cus-

tomize your graphics. And yes, Erica is one hot 

gyoza dumpling. —Editor.

SMART KID

Dear TransWorld Motocross,

I am 15 years old and race in the Phoenix area, 

where I ride my 2006 Suzuki RM125 against nearly 

full gates of 250 four-strokes and other 125s. At a 

recent race I had a terrible start and was cruising 

from the back of the pack, waiting for people to 

mess up. The first lap was pure carnage, with bikes 

flying all over the place and making it a mess! I got 

around all of this and managed to find myself in 

first place by the last lap. Two corners away from 

the finish line, I hit neutral just before going off of 

a jump and was sent headfirst over the bars with 

the bike coming down on top of me. I suffered only 

a collarbone break in two places and a minor con-

cussion. The one thing that probably saved me was 

my Leatt GPX neck brace. It certainly did its job. 

Neck braces are really important and we should 

all spend the money for proper safety equipment, 

because the last thing that you want is to be ripped 

away from the sport you love. The unfortunate part 

of this is that my dad won’t let me race without a 

new brace, because the impact snapped the rear 

fin on my Leatt and splintered the carbon fiber on 

the back. However, a 400-dollar brace is pennies 

compared to the medical costs I’d be paying if I 

had not worn one.

Alec C.

Anthem, AZ

Having suffered a few big crashes in which I feel 

my Leatt-Brace made an important difference, I 

can’t imagine riding without one. —Editor.

LETTERS OF THE MONTH

 Send your letterS of love, hate, and devotion to:  

transWorld Motocross,  Gone Postal,  2052 Corte del nogal,  Suite 100,  Carlsbad, Ca 92011
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Dean Wilson
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

  Donn MaeDa

The past two years have been full of  

injuries and heartbreak for Dean Wilson. 

After winning the 2011 250 National 

Championship, the likable Scotsman spent 

much of ’12 and ’13 sidelined with shoulder 

injuries. Though he’s won numerous 250 

Supercross main events and been consid-

ered the championship favorite, a title in the 

division has continued to elude him. Wilson 

tested the waters of the 450 Nationals last 

summer, but he’s set to field a 250 full-time 

in ’14 with a freshly inked deal with Monster 

Energy/Pro Circuit/Kawasaki. We chatted 

with the lad about his unfinished business. 

What prompted your decision to go back to the 250 class?

Obviously, I’ve had a few rough years and I only did two 

races on the 450, so it wasn’t that big of a deal, and the 

decision was based on the rough couple of years that 

I’ve had. The 450 class is so fierce right now, and to go 

in there with no confidence is tough. I chose to stay with 

Mitch Payton and try to have a good year in the 250 class 

before moving back up to the 450s. 

When we talked earlier in the year, you didn’t think that 

staying with Mitch was an option, right?

Well, I definitely had a few offers, but I wanted to stay 

loyal to Kawasaki and Mitch. One of the offers for the 

450 class was pretty big, but I’m thinking long-term. 

What words of wisdom did Mitch give to you about stay-

ing in the 250 class?

He said that if I’m in the best shape and I’m on a good 

program, that I’ll be tough to beat. That was pretty 

encouraging coming from him. That’s why I hired Ryan 

Hughes to train me, and I’m on a scheduled program 

working hard and staying focused. 

All Access:  
Pit Pass to the Prospg.28 pg.30 pg.34

  



What made you decide to hire Ryan Hughes? 

You’ve always taken pride in the fact that you 

trained yourself en route to the 250 National 

Championship.

I’ve always been self-motivated and I still am, but 

there comes a point when you need guidance and 

someone to teach you new things and keep it excit-

ing. When you’re training on your own, there are 

some days where you do get lazy, no matter how 

motivated you are. So the reason I got a trainer is 

because I wanted someone to be with me at the 

track and also help me in the gym, and Ryno was 

the guy. He has me on a structured program, and 

so far, so good.

What was the biggest eye-opener with his program?

He makes us do hot yoga for an hour and a half, 

and it’s at 105 degrees—it’s torture for sure. 

Another thing is that we eat gluten-free and all 

organic, so that’s a different thing for me.

In a sense, you’re now a veteran in the 250 class. 

Do you think maturity is going to help you achieve 

the goals you’ve previously missed?

Yeah, I hope so! I’ve come so close to winning 

the Supercross championship, and that’s all that 

I could have ever wanted when I was younger. I 

keep making silly mistakes on my part, and I feel 

like every season I come in hot, fresh, and fast, but 

I dwindle. And I don’t want to do that this year. I 

want to keep healthy and ride like a veteran and 

just be solid and consistent. 

Do you feel like you’re a favorite for the title, no 

matter the coast?

I’d like to think so. Every year that I’ve raced 

Supercross, apart from my rookie year, I’ve been a 

threat for the title. I was battling for the champion-

ship in 2011, 2012, and 2013, so I’ve always been 

there. Staying healthy is a huge part of winning the 

championship, and that’s what I hope to do in ’14. 

When you’re hurt that much, do you ever feel like 

people forget about you?

People forget, but that’s part of it. When you’re an 

athlete—no matter who—there are people who like 

to hate on you. I’m just happy to have the people 

that I have around me, to support me for who I am 

and not for what I do. 

What does it feel to be recognized and be as 

popular as you are?

It’s definitely different, and it’s mainly only in 

Southern California where that happens, but it’s 

pretty cool. It’s weird, and you always have to make 

sure you’re on your best behavior because someone 

could see you. 

It’s funny because even on social networks when 

you’re having fun, there’s like a line that you can 

cross and then people start bagging on you.

I always seem to cross that line where I think it’s 

really funny and people take it offensively. Some-

times I’m not as professional as I should be, being 

an athlete, but at the same time, I am who I am 

and I like to be funny and a smartass. 

How does fame help with the ladies?

I guess not very well lately, because I’ve been talk-

ing to the same one and that’s a first for me—but 

usually it works pretty well [laughs].

Dean Wilson
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

What else have you been up to?

I love mountain biking on my Specialized bike 

these days—riding new trails and just logging them 

into Strava. I like playing basketball and just hang-

ing out with friends, too.

How’s the amateur rap career coming along?

There is no amateur rap career for me. Back when 

I was a rookie, with Justin Bogle, I attempted to 

make a song with him and thought it sounded all 

right until I heard it. It’s pretty disgraceful and I 

told him to delete it, but of course he didn’t and he 

still has it on his computer. It’s pretty bad, and my 

rap career is over. 

26 • TRANSWORLDMX.COM
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➹ A bladeless chainsaw fight is equal to a shootout with cap guns.

➹ Ah, the international language of Monster Girls.

➹ Williamson can never resist a good selfie.

➹ The Teletubbies love MX…who knew?

➹ There are more legends in this photo than in all of 

Greek mythology.

Fifty bucks says this went on his Insta.  

Winner, winner, chicken dinner. 

Royale with Cheese. 
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WHO IS KNOWN AS THE GOAT, AND WHAT DOES IT STAND FOR?
MAYRA: That’s Ricky Carmichael, and it’s because he’s the greatest of all time.
JIMMY: Ricky Carmichael is the greatest of all time. Easy!
ADVANTAGE: Tie. We’re impressed, Mayra!

WHAT DO THE D&G STAND FOR IN THE ITALIAN DESIGNER’S NAME?
MAYRA: Dolce and Gabbana!
JIMMY: Dolce and Gabbana. That’s easy, not a big deal at all! I lived in Italy for a while, man!
ADVANTAGE: Tie. Hmmm…wonder if Albee has any chi-chi clothes?

WHAT IS THE SQUARE ROOT OF 100?
MAYRA: We’re doing math? It’s 10!
JIMMY: Oh shoot. It’s been so long…10?
ADVANTAGE: Tie. Couple of scholars we have here!

NAME A RED VEGETABLE.
MAYRA: Uh. Trick question! Red cabbage.
JIMMY: A red vegetable is a radish.
ADVANTAGE: Tie. Dang, we were hoping for tomato from at least one of them.

WHAT IS THE STATE ABBREVIATION FOR MONTANA?
MAYRA: That is MT.
JIMMY: Montana is MT.
ADVANTAGE: Tie. This is getting old!

SPELL RHYTHM
MAYRA: R-H-Y-T-H-I-M
JIMMY: R-H-Y-T-H-M
ADVANTAGE: Jimmy, who’s pretty fly for a white guy.

AIR PRESSURE IS MEASURED IN PSI. WHAT DOES PSI 
STAND FOR?
MAYRA: Pounds per square inch. I had to teach 
a girl how to check her tire pressure the 
other day.
JIMMY: Pounds per inch? I don’t know.
ADVANTAGE: Mayra, who spends her 
free weekends motoing her Honda 
CRF150R at Pala Raceway.

HOW MANY CUPS ARE IN A QUART?
MAYRA: Why can’t you ask me how many quarts are in a gallon? It is four?
JIMMY: I’m gonna say four.
ADVANTAGE: Tie. But how many gulps are in a cup?

WINNER: Tie! With only one incorrect answer each, Mayra and Jimmy end this contest 7-7.

Each month, we like to test the wits of our poster pinup model  
against those of a top rider. This issue, the lovely Mayra Tinajero faces  
off against Motosport.com/Crossland Racing’s Jimmy Albertson.

PoWeLL

BEAUTY
 THE BEST

VS

❤ Works Connection, Pit Unbrella $29.95
Works Connection, Factory 4 Stand 109.95

worksconnection.com
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SHOOT YOUR CREW
SHARE YOUR STORY

JVC.COM /STORY

N O  H O U S I N G  R E Q U I R E D

STUNNING  HD 1080 / 6 0 P  F O OTA G E ,  1 6 MP  S T I L L S

I O S  A N D  A N D R O I D  C A P T U R E  A N D  C O N T R O L  A P P

U N I V E R S A L  M O U N T S  A T T A C H  A N Y W H E R E

SHOCK

PROOF

WATER

PROOF

DUST

PROOF

FREEZE

PROOF

ACTION READY

FLEXIBLEGOGGLEBAR

ACCESSORY MOUNTS

  



PRICE: $129.99

The Hitcase is more than a waterproof iPhone shell: download the Hitcase app and 

the video you film with your iPhone will be framed on the left with the speed and 

elevation that the footage was captured at. And of course, features to download video 

straight to YouTube and Instagram are included, silly boy… 

hitcase.com

HiTCase PRo

eTnies sCoUT

PRICE: $59.95

The super lightweight Etnies Scout is designed with the ultimate in comfort in mind. 

Thanks to its all mesh upper, STI foam footbed and sole, walking or working out in 

these babies is a luxurious affair. Ever wonder what it feels like to walk on clouds? 

If you’ve worn a pair of Scouts, you already know!

etnies.com

DONN MAEDA  //  EDITOR IN CHIEF

#THEFLOWMOVIE 

I can officially say that The Flow—TransWorld Motocross’ 2013 

DVD movie—is finally out of our hair and off to see the wizard at 

the DVD replication factory. It was a whirlwind few months, but 

all in all, video editor Casey McPerry and I succeeded in creat-

ing one of our best movies yet! By the time this magazine is in 

your hands, The Flow should be readily available on iTunes, so 

look it up! Special thanks to Lance Coury, Christian Craig, Josh 

Grant, Tommy Hahn, Wil Hahn, Cooper Webb, Nick Wey, and 

Dean Wilson, all of who “flowed” for our cameras!

ADITD 16

As I type this, one of my favorite races of the year is only a few 

days away. I was actually going to pass on A Day In The Dirt 

this year in favor of my daughter’s college showcase soccer 

tournament, but a snafu in team registration freed me up over 

the Thanksgiving weekend, and I couldn’t be happier! It’s hard 

to explain why the event is so fun to someone who has never 

been, but once you’ve been to one, you’ll always want to come 

back for more. This year, nine TWMX staffers are entered, with 

art director Shane Kinman leading the way in five different 

GPs, including the Coupe de Grace finale that lasts over two 

hours. After I turn in this paragraph, I’m gonna start an office 

pool to bet on how far into the weekend he’ll actually make it! 

BRENDAN LUTES  //  PHOTO EDITOR

R.I.P. MY FRIEND 

As I write this, I’m still in shock, sitting at my computer with 

a hole in my heart only days after learning of Kurt Caselli’s 

passing at the Baja 1000. I grew up racing in local District 37 

desert events with Kurt, and I remember the first day we met 

and went trail riding between our desert scramble races in Lu-

cerne Valley. Kurt took me to a freeriding jump he had found. I 

watched as he effortlessly cleared the leap, and when I finally 

got the gumption to attempt it, I crashed, nearly breaking my 

wrist. My talent on a dirt bike ran out a long time ago, but 

Kurt continued on with his dream, winning countless titles and 

amassing a legendary amount of accomplishments aboard his 

motorcycle. One of the many things I admired about Kurt was 

who he was as a person, away from the races, his dirt bike, 

and fans. No matter how much time went by or how good he 

got on a motorcycle, he always took the time to catch up with 

me, ask about my parents, and how things have been. He 

was the nicest, most humble, and genuine person I have ever 

known. The last time I rode with him was during the 2012 FMF 

Baja Bonanza ride. I will never forget one particular instance 

on that trip when a fellow rider got a flat tire. While everyone 

else hung out or played around on their bikes, finding jumps, 

and burning in circle tracks, Kurt began changing the tire for 

the rider. I snapped a picture of it, and I remember thinking, 

“This photo captures who Kurt is perfectly”: selflessly pitching 

in to help another rider, and never feeling as if he’s too good to 

do anything, no matter what the circumstances are. I’m going 

to miss you so much, Kurt. We lost a great rider, but most of 

all, an amazing person and ambassador for our sport. God-

speed, and I will see you again some day, my friend.

STAFF
INFECTION
WHATÕS ON OUR MINDS THIS MONTH...
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Raptor Titanium produce the ultimate in factory-quality aftermarket 

footpegs for your off-road motorcycle; manufactured from laser-cut 

aerospace-grade 6al-4v sheet titanium and every set fabricated by 

hand, Raptor Titanium offer the lightest, widest, strongest footpegs 

available on the market. Ultra-durable with fearsome grip, they are 

the preference for serious factory and professional teams and riders 

around the world.
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Performance. Perfected.

  



PRICE: $24.95

Former 125, 250, and Supercross champion Jeff Emig joined forces with the control gurus at ODI to 

create a signature line of motocross grips. “This is the perfect grip I always wished for,” says Fro. We 

say that ODI’s patented Lock-On system is what makes these babies truly desirable. No more glue, 

safety wire, or headaches. Lock-On is where it’s at.

odigrips.com

oDi eMiG V2 loCK-on GRiP

CYCRa PoWeRFloW KaWasaKi BoDY KiT

PRICE: $169.95

For well under 200 bucks, the Cycra Powerflow Body Kit can give your tired, beat-up bike a 

complete facelift with plastic that looks great and has technical advantages over stock.  

Powerflow radiator shrouds flow more air, and that means in addition to looking cool,  

your bike will run that way, too.

cycra.com

CHRIS KIMBALL  //  MANAGING EDITOR

DIRTY THIRTY  
Although I’m technically still in my twenties, by the 
time this issue comes out, I’ll officially be old as 
dirt. And even though getting older has its down-
falls—like hair falling off your head and reappear-
ing nearly everywhere else (which doesn’t make 
any damn sense)—old age also seems to have its 
perks. People help you carry stuff and cross the 
street, you get to chill on porches all day in cool 
rocking chairs, can rip loud farts mid-conversation 
and pretend like nothing happened, wear Velcro 
shoes, it’s perfectly acceptable to forget things, 
you can hit on random girls and they think it’s 
adorable, canes are badass, prune juice probably 
goes great with vodka, and maybe I’ll finally learn 
what the hell cribbage is. But all that amazingness 
is still a ways down the road, and right now I’m 
focused on the task at hand—turning my thirties 
into an epic shit show. So here’s to getting older, 
and hopefully some extra dirtieth with my thirtieth. 

ADHNITD—A DAY HOPEFULLY NOT IN THE DIRT

Don’t take the title the wrong way—I will most defi-
nitely be participating in this year’s Red Bull A Day 
In The Dirt 16, and I’m stoked to finally be part of 
such a legendary event. I’m just hoping my return 
to racing involves me staying on the pegs rather 
than making dirt angels again as I squirm around 
on the ground with severe butt pain. I’m not fo-
cused on going fast, coming out on top, or bragging 
rights. All I care about is how much Coors Light I 
can fit in my damn cooler—and maybe not throwing 
up in my new custom-painted TLD helmet Sunday 
morning after all the festivities Saturday night.   

MICHAEL ANTONOVICH   //  ONLINE EDITOR 

BIG MIKE

When it came time to move to California, I faced 
some opposition from my father. Against the idea 
of having the oldest leave the nest, there were 
times that I felt like I was letting him down by not 
running the family shop. Chalk it up to youth, ig-
norance, and arrogance, but it took some time to 
realize that I attained most of my work ethic by lis-
tening to Big Mike and that he actually keeps close 
tabs on my job with every issue. On his past visit to 
CA, I saw how similar we are now that I’ve aged, 
down to the mustache, all thanks to having him as 
my role model. [Editor’s Note: Big Mike wastes his 
days cruising Vital?]

WOMB BROOM

Speaking of mustaches, when did these iconic 
symbols of masculinity lose their legacy and be-
come a cheesy running joke? Is it because they 
have appeared in countless pederast mug shots, 
where the must-have fashion item of  ’70s skin 
films, and are now the ultimate indicator of a Wil-
liamsburg hipster? Everyone from Ned Flanders 
to Clark Gable has sported a line of face fuzz, and 
I’m honored to have a healthy one growing now. 
Still, this has not kept everyone from my wife to 
my boss to the Rockstar Energy Racing team from 
cracking comments about the tuft of hair over my 
top lip, which I swear would look better if it was a 
darker shade. 
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EVERYONE 
REMEMBERS  
THEIR 
FIRST TIME

That was where an innovative 

entrepreneur and chemical 

engineer, William (Bill) 

Kiefer, began work on his 

groundbreaking high-temperature 

bakery lubricants. Bill’s son, 

Kurt, always loved motorsports 

and began tinkering in his father’s 

lab in 1972. The rest is history.

All superheroes have origin 

stories. What’s yours? How did 

you get into bikes? When and 

where did you realize riding was 

in your blood?

Tell us, and we’ll send you a 

Bel-Ray t-shirt. We might even 

feature your story in an upcoming 

ad! You’ll also be entered to 

win a month’s supply of 

Bel-Ray products.

TELL US YOUR STORY AT

BELRAY.COM/STORY

OURS WAS IN 

A GARAGE 
IN NEW JERSEY

  



What happens when you hand your camera off to a professional motocross racer? We wanted to find out. MY-

PLASH/Metal Mulisha/Star Racing/Yamaha’s Cooper Webb raced his first Bercy Supercross in November, and we 

asked him to take our point-and-shoot with him…

snaPsHoTs ... WITH COOPER WEBB

01. “This is my crew.”

02. “I’ve been to Puerto Rico and Bermuda, but this 

was my first trip to Europe. It was my dad’s first trip 

to Europe, too. We were both really excited!”

03. “My mechanic, Matt Winters, had never been to 

Europe, either. We were pretty pumped to go, but the 

13 hours of flying wasn’t very fun.”

04. “Wil Hahn ran out of clothes on the trip, and this 

was his daily outfit in France.”

05. “The fans at Bercy were loud, that’s for sure, and 

they’re ruthless! They want every piece of gear that 

you have. At the end of the last day, Barcia was throw-

ing his gear to the crowd as he undressed. He even 

threw his underwear and people were fighting for it!”

06. “The promoters supplied us with stock bike, and 

Matt built it up with parts that we brought with us: 

suspension, a pipe, bars, and stuff like that.”

07. “The cool thing about Bercy is that the hotel, the 

Novotel, is in the same parking lot as the stadium 

and you can walk back and forth.” 

08. “The Eiffel Tower was sick. Sunday was my 

birthday, so a big group of us ate pizza and checked 

out the sites.”

09. “It was very romantic at the top of the Eiffel 

Tower. Hey Wil, why are you standing so close?”

10. “The opening ceremony at Bercy was awesome. 

Andrew Short and I got to have dancing girls ride in 

on the back of our bikes.”

11. “Jean-Michel Bayle gave Wil, Justin Brayton, 

and I a bicycle tour around the whole city. The seat 

fell off Wil’s bike in the first five minutes! This is in 

front of the Notre Dame church. That bridge in the 

background is called the “lock bridge” because 

people bring locks to clip on it, then they throw the 

keys in water.”
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sHe RiDes

NAME: Christie Oliver

AGE: 20

HOMETOWN: Rancho Santa Margarita, CA

SPONSORS: Monster Energy, Asterisk,  

Dunlop, Lakeside Academy, SC Rider Supply 

Christie Oliver has been at it from the 

get-go. The 20-year-old from Rancho 

Santa Margarita started riding at the age 

of three, and like most kids who get into 

riding at such a young age, the torch was 

passed from parent to child.  “My dad 

raced when he was younger,” she explains. 

“My mom got into it, too, and we went out 

to Glamis a lot, and my sister and I shared 

a 50. I think I loved it because my dad 

loved it so much, and I’m so close with my 

parents and wanted to do everything that 

my dad did.” 

Christie had dreams of turning profes-

sional and learned the ropes from top 

trainers like Jimmy Weinert and Colleen 

Millsaps, but a long string of injuries and 

a full-time occupation put those dreams 

on the back burner for now. “I think at 

this point it’s just going to be for fun,” 

she says. “Even though I was pushing ex-

tremely hard to go pro, I feel like it’s al-

most too late, and there are just so many 

girls out there faster than I am.” Although 

her goals have shifted, Christie is as pas-

sionate about motocross as ever: “I feel 

so confident when I ride. I just feel good 

when I get off the bike, and I don’t get that 

feeling from anything else.” 
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SizeS: 8.5–14

COLOR: white, bLaCk, & bLaCk/white

PRiCe: $525

SiDi CROSSFiRe 2 ta

aPPLiCatiON: aLL FOuR-StROkeS 

(teSteD heRe ON 2014 kawaSaki kX450F)

PRiCe: $699.99

biLL’S PiPeS Re13 eXhauSt

MISSES

 Riders with fat toes may feel 

cramped, as the toebox is short 

and compact.

THE VERDICT

The Sidi Crossfire 2 TA is a premium 

boot with an exceptional level of 

protection, comfort, and quality. 

With a straightforward design, great 

looks, and renowned durability, it 

could be the last boot you’ll have 

to buy for quite some time.

motonation.com

WHAT IT IS

Sidi is an originator of the hinged-ankle boot 

design, and the Crossfire 2 TA is the latest rendition 

of its popular high-end boot. Sidi’s proprietary dual-

flex system features two pivot points: one in the 

ankle for easy flexion and movement, and another 

in the upper portion of the boot for added comfort. 

Because the upper portion of the boot is assembled 

sans stitching, every part is replaceable.

HITS

 Thanks to the hinged ankle design, the Crossfire 

2 TA is comfortable from the get-go and requires 

no break-in time.

 The four buckles are easy to adjust and operate.

 Adjustable shin and calf panels allow for a wide 

range of adjustment for riders with meaty legs.

 The comfort level is very high, and the boot is easy 

to take on and off, as it has a no-bootie design.

 The sturdy sole holds up great against super-

sharp footpegs.

 Ride after ride, the boots maintain the same 

level of support and comfort.

WHAT IT IS

Bill’s Pipes was one of the heavy hitters in the two-

stroke era, but until now, the brand had not made 

a full-force effort in the four-stroke arena. Their 

latest exhaust system, the RE13, features stainless 

steel and aluminum construction, internal cham-

ber and stepped-core technology, and a coned 

inlet for greater muffler volume.

HITS

 The RE13 system fit perfectly and required no 

jiggling or prying to install.

 Power gains are easy to make good use of, as 

the KX450F enjoys a boost in low- and midrange 

power and a modest increase up top. Roll-on power 

is excellent, and the powerband takes on a near-

electric feel.

 A rubber grommet in the mid-pipe mount protects 

against vibration damage.

 Although our system registered 120 dB in a two-

meter max, 112 dB AMA legal systems are available 

for pro racers.

 The muffler shape allows for plenty of clearance, 

even when running a 120-size rear tire.

 The resonance chamber on the header pipe is 

tucked in well and does not burn our boots.

 Muffler is easy to repack.

MISSES

 We’re nitpicking, but it would have been nice to 

supply a shorter muffler bolt, as the stock bolt is 

too long to use with the RE13’s thinner bracket.

THE VERDICT

The Bill’s Pipes RE13 has quickly become one of 

our favorite exhausts for the Kawasaki KX450F. In 

stock condition, the Kawi already possesses an 

excellent powerband, and the RE13 system makes 

it even better and easier to ride. 

billspipes.com
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DOUBLE AGENT
WHATEVER SIDE YOU PLEDGE YOUR ALLEGIANCE TO, WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.

4T_AIR4ORCE TUNABLE INTAKE_
SIGNIFICANT HORSEPOWER GAINS *

TUNABLE POWER DELIVERY *
ULTRA CRISP THROTTLE RESPONSE *

‘12 TWMX PRODUCT OF THE YEAR *

2T_VFORCE3 REED VALVE SYSTEM_

*  SIGNIFICANT HORSEPOWER GAINS

*  BROADENS PEAK POWER

*  SHARPENS THROTTLE RESPONSE

*  MAXIMUM AIRFLOW FOR MAXIMUM HP

@mototass / mototassinari.com 

  



COLORS: bLaCk & ReD (P iCtuReD)

PRiCe: $99.95 (ONe-PieCe baR mOuNtS), $499.95 (tRiPLe CLamPS)

RiDe eNGiNeeRiNG 
22mm OFFSet 2014 Suzuki Rm-z450    
 tRiPLe CLamPS

aPPLiCatiON: aLL twO-StROkeS 

(teSteD heRe ON 2014 kawaSaki kX85)

PRiCe: $169.95

bOYeSeN RaD VaLVe

MISSES

 After numerous motos, the anodized colors tend to 

show wear more than a natural finish.

THE VERDICT

The Suzuki RM-Z450 is already one of the best 

handling machines in the 2014 lineup, but there is 

always room for improvement. The Ride Engineering 

triple clamps are offset only 0.5 mm from the stock 

21.5 mm; however, the slight change does make a 

difference and offers improved straight-line stability 

without sacrificing turning. When combined with 

the weight savings and improved looks, these triple 

clamps are an easy choice for the serious racer.

ride-engineering.com

WHAT IT IS

The Ride Engineering 22 mm offset triple clamps 

are specifically designed for the RM-Z450 and are 

offset slightly further than stock—from 21.5 mm 

to 22 mm—to improve straight-line stability and 

handling without sacrificing the amazing cornering 

characteristics of the Suzuki. The clamps are also 

lighter, more precisely machined, and are available 

in both black and red.

HITS

 The Ride Engineering triple clamps come complete 

with stem and lower bearing, making installation a 

breeze.

 Construction and materials save 7.5 ounces over 

the stock clamps.

 The clamps improve handling down fast, rough 

straights without sacrificing turning prowess. The 

bike also remains more predictable when entering 

corners over rough chop.

 The clamping surface is precisely machined to fit 

in unison with the fork. 

 Ride’s top bar mount securely holds the bars in 

place and stiffens up the mounting surface, and the 

rubber-mounted bar mounts help soak up vibration 

and hard hits.

WHAT IT IS

The Boyesen Rad Valve is a precision-cast, one-

piece intake tract that comes outfitted with a set 

of dual-stage reeds. A more efficient airflow and 

greater velocity is yielded by the design, which 

features four-way aerodynamic directional dividers 

inside the valve.

HITS

 The Rad Valve is relatively easy to install, and as 

long as the bike is clean, can take place at the 

track.

 Throttle response is noticeably snappier, right 

off idle.

 No jetting changes were required.

 Our Kawasaki KX85 gained a bit of low-end 

power and a bigger punch in the midrange.

MISSES

 No major top-end gains.

THE VERDICT

The Boyesen Rad Valve cleaned up the throttle 

response of our test bike, improved low-end and 

midrange punch, and didn’t rob high-rpm power 

to do so. Throw in the greater durability that the 

dual-stage reeds enjoy over stock, and the Rad Valve 

is a winner.

boyesen.com
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aPPLiCatiON: aLL b ikeS

PRiCe: $1858

DubYa uSa taLON / eXCeL wheeLSet

aPPLiCatiON: 2014 hONDa CRF250R

PRiCe: $1,249.99

FmF FaCtORY 4.1 RCt aNODizeD 
FuLL titaNium eXhauSt SYStem

WHAT IT IS

Dubya USA specializes in all things related to mo-

torcycle wheels—hubs, rims, spokes, brake rotors, 

and sprockets—and its wheel-building specialists 

can create just about anything you would imagine. 

We asked for a set of wheels based on Talon’s 

flagship Carbon hub, which couples carbon fiber 

cores with billet aluminum ends for a significant 

weight savings.  Bulldog spokes and nipples in a 

silver/blue combo were laced to a set of Excel A60 

rims, which are designed to offer great strength, 

and thanks to their smooth profile shape, resist 

mud buildup.

HITS

 The wheel-building crew at Dubya USA deserves 

a raise. We’ve tested plenty of Dubya USA wheel 

sets through the years, and the spokes never come 

loose and the wheels always retain their true 

shape until rider error comes into play.

 The Talon hubs fit perfectly, and their high-quality 

wheel bearings have a long life span. In fact, we’ve 

never worn a set out.

 Excel A60 rims are strong and take plenty of 

abuse. The profile of the rim does indeed resist 

mud buildup quite well.

MISSES

 Bulldog spline drive spoke nipples are tougher 

to work with than the traditional four-side spokes, 

and they require a special wrench. They do not 

“round out” like traditional spokes, however.

THE VERDICT

There are few products that we grow giddy with 

anticipation over taking delivery of, but a wheel 

set from Dubya USA is definitely one of them. When 

it comes to custom-built wheels, Dubya USA is 

tough to beat.

dubyausa.com

THE VERDICT

We have never been disappointed with the power 

gains provided by FMF products, and before dual 

exhaust came stock on the CRF250R or CRF450R, 

FMF experimented with dual systems for various 

other bikes. So it’s no surprise they produce a 

system with noticeable power gains that the new 

dual Factory 4.1 RCT system brings out of the 

2014 Honda CRF250R. We are impressed with the 

power, fitment, and clean looks of the FMF Factory 

4.1 RCT system.

fmfracing.com

 The included quieter insert is easy to install and 

makes a notable reduction in sound.

MISSES

 Without the quieter inserts, the bike was much 

louder with the FMF system mounted. The quieter 

inserts help immensely, yet sacrifices must be 

made as they take away from the low-end hit.

 The complete dual exhaust rings up for over 

a thousand dollars, but FMF offers a lower-cost 

single can system complete with a separate side 

panel for the left side.

WHAT IT IS

The FMF Factory 4.1 RCT system for the current 

Honda line and their dual exhausts are built to 

save weight compared to stock and move the mass 

closer to the center of the machine to improve 

handling of the bike. The shorter design keeps the 

cans tucked behind the side panels, making them 

less susceptible to crash damage. When compared 

to stock, the RCT system is made to improve the 

overall power characteristics of the CRF250R by 

adding low-end hit and top-end pull.

HITS

 Built with a mix of materials, the complete 

system is much lighter and stronger than stock.

 The stock CRF lacks top-end pull, and the FMF 

system allows the bike to come stronger off the 

bottom and pull further in each gear through the 

midrange and top.

 As with every FMF system, the fitment is spot-on 

when mounting and requires no unnecessary force.
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oing fast is usually what it takes to win a race, but there are times where 

you must throw convention out the window on a particular obstacle 

or turn. While it might appear easy to the layperson, getting around a 

flat corner flawlessly can be quite a challenge. Smooth, precise throttle control 

allows you to maneuver through them quickly, and in most cases patience is your 

friend—go slow to go fast. With the Supercross season just around the corner and 

most layouts consisting of numerous flat corners, we decided to sit down with 

GEICO Honda’s rookie Matt Bisceglia and discuss technique through these often 

overlooked areas of tracks.

THROTTLE CONTROL: You don’t want to come in too fast to a flat corner that’s a 

little slick and doesn’t have a berm. If you do, it can cause you to blow the corner or 

ruin a small berm that might be building up. Throttle control is really important, and 

I was always taught to be smooth on the gas and lean the bike rather than twist the 

throttle. When you come into the corner, rather than skidding and gassing it on and 

off three or four times, leaning the bike will help make one smooth apex. That way 

all of the traction gets to the ground and you’re not sliding through the corner.

GO SLOW: In a way, you have to slow down in order to go faster. When you twist the 

throttle, the bike will slide and you’ll lose traction. Flat corners are really common, 

and you can lose or gain a lot of time in them depending on your technique.

WEIGHT: I usually press my foot on the outside peg to put more weight on the 

inside of the tires. This will help your front and rear tire get better traction through 

the entire corner.

ROLL IT ON: These corners are very easy to fall in because they’re usually pretty 

slick. You want to roll the throttle on in one smooth motion while carrying the lean 

through the entire corner.

GEAR CHOICE: Too low of a gear means that you can twist the throttle a lot easier 

and lose traction, but too high of a gear won’t allow power when you need it. You want 

to carry as tall of a gear as possible so you can keep your momentum up. If you’re on 

a four-stroke, the bike will lug out a little in a tall gear, but then begin to pull harder 

as you’re coming out of the corner. Also, if you aren’t getting as much pull as you 

need when you’re coming out of the corner, tap the clutch for an added boost. 

G

Flat turns

Easy DoEs It

. . . G E I C o  H o n D a ’ s    M at t  B I s C E G l I a
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y and large, the current KTM 250SX 

is considered the best 250cc two-

stroke motocross bike ever pro-

duced. While Yamaha continues to offer the 

YZ250 with bold new graphics each year, de-

velopment of the blue bike ceased years ago. 

KTM, on the other hand, continues to further 

develop its entire range 

of two-stroke motocross 

bikes, and the 250SX is 

an impressive machine. 

As one might expect, 

racing it against 450cc 

four-strokes has its benefits and detriments, 

and we set out to level the playing field after 

perusing the KTM PowerParts catalog.

When flipping through the list of accesso-

ries, the 300SX Kit caught our eye almost im-

mediately. Complete with a new cylinder, cylin-

der head, piston, power valves, and gaskets, the 

kit boosts the bike’s displacement by 50cc and 

requires no grinding, milling, or boring. It truly 

is a bolt-on kit. Heck, it doesn’t even require 

rejetting of the carburetor or use of race gas!

On the track, the 300SX has a much beef-

ier feel, as the low-end and midrange power 

is undeniably stronger. The engine still revs 

quickly, but the torque gains make it possible 

to chug through corners in a taller gear with 

authority. The transition between low-end and 

midrange is smooth, but don’t get us wrong, 

it’s exhilarating and can be intimidating for 

slower riders. As most big-bore kits do, the 

300SX kit makes the power down low and 

in the middle so much 

stronger that top-end 

over-rev seems to suf-

fer. After riding back-to-

back between a stock 

250SX and our 300SX, 

however, we concluded that the top-end is 

about the same, but things happen so much 

faster on the 300SX that it simply requires a 

quicker upshift.

Our 300SX is the perfect vet-class weapon. 

The beefed-up engine doesn’t give up much 

on a shorter start straight, the torquier pow-

erband allows for energy saving short shifts, 

and the bike maintains its advantageous light 

and nimble feel.

Is this the perfect two-stroke race bike? 

We think so…

ktm.com
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KTM POWERPARTS 300SX KIT 

ENGINE MOD

Is this the perfect two-stroke 

race bike? We think so…

PRICE: $949.99
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Licensed Kawasaki Motor Corp., U.S.A.

COMPLETE KITS: $169.90 (INCLUDES PRE-PRINTED BACKGROUNDS)

FULL KITS: $99.95

RAD SHROUD KITS $49.95

  



800.843.8244  •  815.784.4000  •  www.DECALMX.com

DESIGN ANY OF THESE KITS IN 

YOUR CHOICE OF COLORS

  



Introducing Restyled

Honda Sideplates!

Custom designed to replace OEM plastic on 
2014 CRF250/450, and 2013 CRF450.

Your Choice: Red, Black, or White. $79.95 per set.

Get high quality replacement 
plastic for most popular brands 
and model motocross bikes at 

www.MXPlastic.com

This exclusive design is available ONLY from MXPlastic

  



800.843.8244 • 815.784.4000 • Fax 815.784.4010 • www.MXPLASTIC.com

By combining the side number plate and airbox plastic into a single 

seamless unit with streamlined contours, graphics are substantially 

easier to install. The sleek design requires no slices or relief 

cuts in the graphics, so your bike will look even better.

Shown with 
T-11 Series
Pre-Printed 
Background.

FREE mounting available 
when you purchase sideplates 
and numberplate backgrounds.

  



B Y  C H R I S  K I M B A L L

P H O T O S  B Y  B R E N D A N  L U T E S
  



As the sun sank low in the hazy Los Angeles sky, the distinct 

whine of three modified inline four-cylinder engines grew in-

creasingly louder, echoing across nearby cliffsides and mask-

ing the direction the sound was essentially coming from. The 

long, snakelike road twisted and maneuvered its way through 

the Santa Monica Mountains, winding down into the affluent 

Hollywood Hills. In many sections, it separated a chiseled 

rock face on one side and a steep cliff on the other, which 

abruptly dropped off into a distant gorge below, revealing the 

Pacific Ocean. The road, which happened to be the renowned 

Mulholland Drive, has been frequented throughout the years 

by weekend drivers of all sorts, but on this evening it was 

three friends who piloted their custom GlamRock Honda CB 

motorcycles along the narrow strip of legendary asphalt, en-

joying a day reminiscent of how their friendship began, many 

years ago.  Together, they grew up riding, sharing dreams 

of motocross stardom, but never really knowing just how 

far their love for two wheels would actually take them. The 

dreams that sparked their friendship at a young age would 

ultimately shift, branching off in three different directions, 

but each leading to unimaginable success related to their 

ability to ride a motorcycle—one becoming a top professional 

motocross racer, one an accomplished FMX star, and one a 

prominent Hollywood stuntman.

For many of us, the friends who we grew up sharing every-

day experiences with are nothing but distant memories now, 

growing weaker by the day. But for these three, the friendship 

forged by two wheels has endured the test of time and the 

unpredictable thing that we call—in the most simplistic term—

life. Cole Seely, Lance Coury, and Riley Harper each achieved 

greatness along entirely separate paths, and to this day—de-

spite their different career choices—remain as close as ever.  

B I K E  L I f E  W I T H  L A N C E  C O U R Y ,  R I L E Y  H A R P E R 

A N D  C O L E  S E E L Y
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Take it back for us—when did the three of you become friends?

Lance: I would say back in 1995. 

Cole: We were probably five or six. 

How did you all meet?

Lance: At Piru MX.

Riley: We didn’t meet at Piru MX; we met at Lemon Grove. 

Cole: Vividly, I remember Castaic more than anything. Castaic had 

a track that they used to run, and I’ll always remember riding with 

these guys and all the dads meeting up. 

Riley: I remember playing with the little die-cast motorcycles and 

making the most intense tracks for those bikes—in between our 

real motos. We were actually more into that than we were racing 

our full-sized motorcycles. 

So you would just ride and hang out? 

Lance: Yeah. Our local tracks were Gorman, Lemon Grove, LACR, 

Castaic, and Glen Helen. 

Riley: I remember going to Lance’s after the track one day, in 

his dad’s old big red dually—we planned it the week before and 

brought an extra bag to have a sleepover. It was the house that he 

still lives in now, and we basically demolished his mom’s garden 

to make a fort and the gnarliest toy bike track in the front yard. 

Who was the fastest on a dirt bike back then?

Lance: The same person it is today [laughs]. He’s just always 

been killing it.

Riley: Yeah, the same asshole. 

Did you guys have gnarly mini dads?

Lance: Their dads were worse than mine.

Riley: Mine?

Lance: Your dad took your bike away for bad grades.

Riley: That’s called being a good dad—even though I was pissed 

off [laughs]!

Cole: My dad was probably the gnarliest out of the three. He’s 

That evening, riding in the hills of Southern California did not go without a hitch, and thanks to a poor line choice by Coury (which 

was later chalked up as merely a “racing incident”), an unsuspecting stuntman was forced to perform an unexpected stunt, and 

Harper was left tumbling along the rumble strip in nothing but a T-shirt. But in spite of the injury suffered to his elbow, pizzas were 

ordered, beers were cracked, and we sat down with the trio so they could explain to us how it all started, so long ago.

super mellow now, but when he was paying for everything and 

driving me to the races, he wanted wins!

Riley: If Cole got third, he was grounded! I remember at World 

Mini one year, when we were on 60s, I got like 18th and was 

ecstatic, and my dad was like “Dude! You’re killing it! Arcade to-

night!” Cole got third and was grounded. I went over to his house 

and his dad was like, “Nope.” 

How competitive were you with each other growing up?

Riley: Cole was always way faster than us—we were always just 

bummed [laughs].  But Lance and I were the same speed growing 

up and were always battling. 

Lance: We have a couple photos of us grabbing holeshots together 

at races. 

Riley: I think it was usually me grabbing the holeshot.

Cole: No, I think Lance always grabbed the holeshot. It would 

annoy the crap out of you.

Riley: Bullshit! I have like 15 photos of grabbing the holeshot.

Lance: [Laughs] No, Riley was good, but there was a time on 

60s and 80s that I would always holeshot Cole, but then halfway 

through the race he would end up passing me.

Who’s the one dude that always gets picked on?

Lance: [Laughs] That’s Cole. 

Riley: Yeah, it’s Cole, but it’s pretty equal most of the time.

Lance: It’s because Cole’s so nice that he just takes it. 

Riley: And if he does get mad, he’s just like, “You guys…stop.” [Laughs]

How do three friends grow up and become top professionals in 

completely different and almost impossible-to-reach specialties? 

Riley: Motorcycles. 

Lance: I think motorcycles bring people and families together on 

the weekends, and riding helps create good working habits. When 

you go to the track you want to do your best, and as you get older, 

it’s just instilled in you to always do your best. We all try to do 

our best every day. 
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Do you still get ride together often?

Everyone: Yeah.

Lance: Riley and I rode today, but I don’t know where Cole was [laughs]. 

Riley: He was too busy riding bicycles. 

Cole: I was training on the Oakley Pump Track! 

How involved have you each been in the other guys’ careers? 

Lance: Riley has always actually been cool enough to include me if they need 

something freestyle specific or if there’s an extra spot, so I’ve done plenty of 

work in the stunt industry because of Riley. And then with Cole, I seriously only go 

to Supercross races because of him racing. When you have a close friend that’s 

on the track, it makes watching the race so much better. I’m always trying to be 

involved with anything they’re doing. 

Riley: I stopped racing when I was 14 because I started working a lot, and I 

was just kind of over it. My dad got me working on a few movies, I got into high 

school and I got into chicks, and I just wanted to have a life. But when Lance 

got into freestyle, I had my driver’s license before he did, so I would take him to 

go riding all the time. 

Lance: I even broke my leg once, and he had to carry me to the truck and drive 

me to the hospital [laughs].

Are there any things that you’ll see another guy doing that you want to do too? 

Cole: Riley does some cool stuff—I don’t know about the crashing stuff [laughs], 

but the car driving and some of the moto stuff.  And with Lance, best whip com-

petitions and being able to go to places like Egypt seems really cool. 

Are you guys good about watching the others’ races, competitions, or movies?

Lance: Cole didn’t come watch me at LA X Games, but the next day he went and 

watched [Justin] Brayton race [laughs].

Cole: [Laughs] I thought it was the next night! 

Lance: And Cole gives his VIP Supercross passes to everyone except me [laughs].

How much time does each guy get after a big win or movie premiere to text 

congratulations before they get shit?

Lance: I’ll probably usually hear from Riley, but Cole is usually too busy with his 

girlfriend [laughs].

Riley: I don’t give a shit really—my stuff isn’t mainstream enough. Nobody even 

knows all the stuff that I’ve done or will do, and that’s kind of the way I like it. 

Lance: I’ll have to watch a movie and have him sit next to me and be like, “I did 

that,” because he’s acting as someone else and usually you’ll miss it. 

Cole: If I win in Southern California, they’ll probably be there anyways.

Lance: And then as soon as his girlfriend’s done talking to him, then we can 

actually say hi [laughs]. 

Cole: You guys are dicks. At other races, if I do well, I don’t really expect to hear 

from them right away because they know my phone will be blowing up.

When you were kids, you all had the dream of being professional motocross rac-

ers. So for Cole, how is it to be living that dream and seeing your buddies doing 

something else that stemmed from motocross?  

Cole: Racing motorcycles was the dream, but that’s not all that it is. When you 

turn pro you kind of realize all the hard work that goes into it—you don’t just 

wake up and ride and that’s all you do. Riley and Lance get to do some cool stuff, 

and seeing what they do, you’re like “Wow, that’s a sick lifestyle, too. It would 

be cool to do that as well.” So yeah, it was our dream and it’s still mine, so it’s 

cool to live it out, but it’s also a pretty tough lifestyle. I’d say it’s harder than a 

nine-to-five—I get up every morning before my brother goes to work, and I get 

home later than him. I get jealous of these guys all the time because they get to 

do some really cool things in the stunt and freestyle world. 

Riley: Yeah, but then we’re sitting in the stands at Anaheim with standard nose-

bleed passes, and we’re like, “Damn, it would be pretty sick to be a pro racer.”

  



Cole Seely is a contender—there’s no doubt about that. After moments of bril-

liance coming in the form of Supercross wins in 2011 and 2012, he then proved 

last season he possesses the consistency to finish third in the title hunt behind 

the likes of now 450-frontrunners Eli Tomac and Ken Roczen. As he heads into 

2014, Seely will seek to put the final pieces of the championship puzzle together 

aboard his Troy Lee Designs/Lucas Oil/Honda CRF250R. 

“I’ve learned a lot during the past couple of years,” Seely explained. “And 

particularly during this last year. For me, 2013 personally sucked, and I was pretty 

bummed on the way the whole year turned out—especially during Supercross 

where I’m usually known to shine. It was just a mediocre season, even though I 

still placed third in the points. From 2010 to 2012, I had good progression where 

I started winning races and was in the points hunt a couple of times, but towards 

the end of 2012 I had a really bad injury and wasn’t able to race outdoors. It 

stopped me there, and I had to take time off the bike and away from training 

which was tough on me. So now going into 2014, I feel like I’ve learned a lot, and 

I know what to bring into next year and what to do during the pre-season.”

The 2014 season won’t be just a fresh opportunity for Seely—it will most likely 

be his last year aboard a 250 and his final shot at a title in the Lites class. But 

with world-class speed and the backing of a championship-caliber team, Seely’s 

goals are well within reach. “There’s no reason that I shouldn’t win every race 

that I line up at next year,” he said. “At Anaheim I, my expectations will be to win, 

and I expect to win a title next year.”

C O LE S E E LY   / /    Th E R AC E R
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Cole, you quit racing for a little while. What kept you in the game? 

Cole: Actually, Lance kept me in the game. 

Lance: I tried to get him to ride freestyle. 

Cole: I was 17 and I hadn’t won anything as an amateur, so I was just over 

it. I felt like I was doing it for the wrong reasons and it just wasn’t for me. 

I quit for about six months and got a job with Dirt Digits, and Lance was 

like “Dude, quit your job and come riding with me.” 

Lance: Knowing how good he was on a bike, I couldn’t allow him to let 

his talent go to waste. I was already building a career riding motorcycles, 

and I told Cole that he was crazy and too good to not ride a motorcycle. 

Riley: At that point, though, Lance and I were out at Wyvern all the time, 

and that’s when Wyvern was new. The dirt was always perfect and always 

groomed. Lance and I were going out almost every day. 

Cole: So I ended up quitting my job and stayed at Lance’s for a while and 

just rode with him for fun in the hills and hitting ramps. Then we went 

on a trip up north to Danimals to film for On The Pipe 4, and that was 

probably one of the most fun trips of my life. I found the fun in it again, 

and after that I got a couple sponsors to race the last year of amateurs, 

and then found a ride for 2009 on a small privateer team. That’s kind of 

where it turned around. 

Three separate paths, but dirt bikes are still the common bond?

Cole: Any kind of bike. 

Lance: Yeah, any kind of bike—whether it’s bicycles, dirt bikes, or street 

bikes, anytime we’re hanging out we’re riding something. 

When one of you gets a certain kind of bike, does everyone else follow 

suit like with the Honda CBs that you all have? 

Lance: No! They won’t get a Harley. I love Harleys. 

Cole: For me, the CBs came about when we were at Lance’s wedding last 

year in Hawaii, and that’s all they were talking about—they kept saying, 

“Dude, I can’t wait to get home and ride my bike.” I’ve never been a 

street bike guy, but they were spending a lot of time on them, so I felt 

like I had to get one, too [laughs]. 

Do you mostly just ride around up here in the canyons?

Riley: Yeah, it’s pretty ideal.

Lance: Right here there are a few restaurants and bars, so you can hit it 

over the weekend and just ride, eat, and drink. 

Riley: We’re just a bunch of washed-up moto guys now—we just drink 

beer [laughs].

The two of you don’t have to be on a strict regimen like Cole does, right? 

Do you rub that in his face?

Riley: He’s just more looked upon. We’re not really looked upon—we don’t 

have a manager telling us what we have to do. We obviously have to be 

in good shape, though. Lance and I work out almost every day together.

Lance: Yeah—CrossFit. 

Cole: Yeah, they’re a bunch of CrossFitters. I go to a real gym [laughs]. 

Riley: Sorry we don’t get paid to train, Cole.  

CONTINUE ON PG.62

R i ley HaR pe R   / /    TH e H o llywo o d STu nTman

As the son of a Hollywood stunt coordinator, it was only natural for Riley 

Harper to follow in his father’s footsteps and enter into the world of showbiz. 

But both have roots deep in motocross racing, and Harper accredits many 

of the skills necessary in his career to those he developed in his past on a 

bike. “A lot of stuntmen are old racers,” Harper explained. “They have either 

raced motocross, cars, or something else. For me, it was all because of 

motocross. Growing up racing every weekend gives you the ability to adapt 

to things quickly, and it all kind of relates. If I never raced I would not be 

nearly as close as to where I am right now in my career. When you’re used 

to racing and being on a starting line with 20 or 30 guys, and you’re in the 

first turn with all of them bar-to-bar—it’s gnarly, and that’s how it is at work 

most of the time.”

Harper worked on his first movie at the mere age of seven and became 

more active on sets throughout high school. Once he turned 18, he was 

finally able to perform the stunts with higher risk, and at that point he never 

looked back. “We definitely get paid to have a lot of fun and do things that 

we love and do,” he reflected. “The things that are super gnarly and scary 

are why we love it. It’s weird to be told ‘you have to crash this motorcycle,’ 

because growing up racing all you think about is staying on your bike, so 

you have to turn everything off. I crashed a lot as a kid, so I understood it 

a little bit. There are new experiences everyday when you’re at work, and 

you’re always on your toes. I was Batman and Captain America, which were 

childhood dreams of mine, and I feel lucky being able to travel and go crazy 

places, doing cool things with your buddies, and being in situations that you 

would never be in unless you were shooting a movie.”
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Who has the coolest job?

Cole: That’s a tough one. 

Riley: That’s pretty tough—there’s a lot of bullshit and a lot of cool shit 

involved with all three. 

Which job pulls better chicks?

Lance: Riley has pulled in some rich actresses [laughs]!

Riley: Please don’t say names right now. 

Cole: Stunts get the best chicks, for sure. 

Lance: I think between Cole and I, it’s about the same. 

Riley: The difference is in quality—they’re pulling the girls that you guys 

all know very well [laughs]—although Lance and Cole both found gems 

that don’t have anything to do with the moto world. But I think I can take 

this one—I feel confident in it [laughs].   

What’s it like to see your buddy in huge movies like Batman?

Cole: Well, you don’t really get to see him, and he doesn’t get the glory 

of it really. But it’s cool to find out, and you’re like “Oh, that was Riley!” 

Even with the most recent Doritos commercial, when it comes on I’ll get 

like 10 phone calls a day with people asking if I saw Riley. I’m kind of 

jealous sometimes [laughs]—some of the stuff sounds really fun, and it’s 

cool to see.

For Cole and Lance, are you guys interested in eventually jumping into 

the stunt world, too?

Riley: Cole just said in the garage, “When are you going to get me a 

stunt job?” 

Cole: Maybe after the moto thing is done, but right now I don’t have time to 

do anything other than moto. I guess it could be an option down the road. 

Riley: A lot of racers get into stunts, but Lance has already done some 

because he has more free time than Cole does.  

Lance: And I can backflip. 

Riley: Lance has done a bunch of commercials, and I actually brought 

him with me to Korea to work with one of my buddies directing a movie 

there. So Lance and I got to fly first class and were there for about three 

weeks. We got to do a lot of fun things, and Lance got to do his first 

crash there, too. 

With your busy schedules, how often do you get together just to drink 

beer, eat pizza, and bleed on couches? 

Riley: [Laughs] Am I bleeding on my couch right now? As often as we 

can—we’re all so scattered, so shit changes pretty quickly. Cole always 

seems to know what he’s doing, but Lance and I can get a call and have 

to leave the next day, so we never know when it’s going to work. 

Lance: Plus Cole had to pack his bags and move down to the Temecula 

area, and we live up here in LA. So Riley and I hang a lot, and Cole is 

always like, “Uh, I gotta stay down here and train and hang out with my 

girlfriend.” [Laughs] It’s more of a mission now to get Cole to drive up 

here through LA. 

Riley: Yeah, Cole left us. I always just get pumped up for Supercross 

because I know Lance and I are going—unless he gets really lazy and just 

wants to watch it on his couch. But I love going to Supercross because 

I don’t really race anymore, and I just love being around it, but when 

Cole is out there it’s a whole different deal. When Cole won his first race, 

Lance and I were crying [laughs]. We were in the Hart & Huntington suite 

and we were literally crying—just losing our shit. 

If you happen to meet him on the street, you might not guess that he’s a pro-

fessional freestyle motocross rider, but those who have known him for most 

of his life state that one thing is for certain: Lance Coury is a badass on a 

motorcycle. Whether it’s throwing massive underflips on his dirt bike, ripping 

wheelies on his Harley, or pounding out laps on the track, the RCH Racing/

Dodge/Sycuan/Suzuki team member has been killing it on two wheels since 

he was a kid. After making the decision as a teenager to give FMX everything 

that he has, Coury has slowly earned a place amongst the top riders in the 

World. Now as an X Games gold medalist, he has achieved what many can 

only dream of. But for Coury, freestyle isn’t just about winning contests and 

claiming prizes, and he exploits his abilities on a motorcycle as a mode of 

seeing the World and getting the most out of life. 

“One of my biggest goals was to get into X Games and win medals,” Coury 

said, after we asked him about everything he’s accomplished. “I was able to 

do that this past year, and I want to keep doing stuff like that, but I think 

that half of my passion for freestyle and riding is being able to see new 

places through my bike. I’ve been able to go to Egypt, Korea, Dubai, South 

America, New Zealand, and so many states across the US—it’s just endless, 

and I want to keep being able to ride in front of people around the world.”

LAn C E C O u RY   / /    Th E FmXE R
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he sport of freestyle motocross has endured 

a rough and gloomy few years. Following 

the loss of Jeremy Lusk, Jeff “Ox” Kargola, and 

Jim McNeil, a massive cloud loomed over the 

FMX community. Just as it was beginning to 

clear, Japanese rider Eigo Sato was taken from 

everyone when he crashed while training near 

his home in Iwaki, Japan, earlier this year. Sato 

was at the pinnacle of his career, a regular at 

the top of the rankings in contests, and one of 

the most beloved riders in the paddock. His ab-

sence from this world will leave a gaping hole 

in the hearts of his family, friends, and fans.

Sato was widely known for his aggressive 

yet smooth style, which was punctuated by in-

novative, fully extended tricks. His off-course 

personality was down-to-earth, gracious, and 

charismatic—everyone loved Eigo. With time 

to heal and move forward, the freestyle com-

munity has come together to produce a tribute 

documentary about his life and legacy. Filming 

initially began in Japan, but because many rid-

ers live in America, Eigo’s family and friends 

from Japan organized a trip over to the US to 

allow for the principal filming to take place at 

a newly revamped Fitzland.

For weeks leading up to the shoot, Jimmy 

Fitzpatrick was busy shaping new jumps, 

prepping landings, and getting his riding spot 

in pristine shape for the shoot. “Taka Higash-

ino and Jay Schweitzer hit me up, and they 

both wanted to do a documentary video at 

Fitzland for Eigo,” Fitzpatrick said. “I was re-

ally pumped they chose to film at my spot. I 

will always remember riding with all of Eigo’s 

buddies for this film and meeting his wife and 

kids—I’ll never forget any of it.”

Everyone in attendance echoed Fitzpat-

rick’s sentiments. Eigo was truly a rider that 

touched many lives and did so in a way that no 

one else could. For fellow Japanese rider Taka 

Higashino, Eigo was his mentor, best friend, 

and fellow riding partner when he was in Ja-

pan. “This is really awesome to have everyone 

at Fitzland. It feels like home to me, except 

we’re in America,” Taka said. “I really wanted 

to have this documentary filmed at Fitzland, 

because Eigo has ridden Fitzland before and 

really liked it because of the freestyle and fre-

eride options.”

Complete with a helicopter, numerous cam-

eras, and every FMX star who was in town, film-

maker Jay Schweitzer and his crew spent the 

day documenting true camaraderie between 

riders. When the shoot wrapped, everyone was 

left with a day that they won’t soon forget, and a 

day that fans and friends of Eigo will get to wit-

ness when the DVD documentary drops.

B y  B r e n d a n  L u t e s

P h o t o s  B y  s h a n e  r u i z  /  M e t a L  M u L i s h a

t
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CLOCCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

 Sato’s wife and kids made the long trip to 

California, as did many Japanese riders, including 

Kota Kugimura, Kaga Shinichi, Kaga Akira, Naoki 

Kanazawa, Kota Suzuki, and Daisuke Suzuki. It 

was truly a day to remember.

 A regular on the Red Bull X-Fighters tour, Andre 

Villa became close with Sato over the years. Here, 

he fully extends a double nac-nac in the name of 

his fallen friend.

 Fitzland is a favorite spot for freestyle riders 

because of the mix of ramps and natural terrain 

that are scattered throughout the epic spread. 

To make things perfect, the riders broke out the 

shovels and dialed in the jump faces.

 The Metal Mulisha’s Jimmy Fitzpatrick played 

a huge role in making sure the shoot took place. 

In the weeks prior to the ride day, he and his 

crew of friends and family overhauled the in-

famous Fitzland riding area by creating new 

jumps, rebuilding old ones, and making sure 

things were pristine. To make things even better, 

the crew was greeted with epic weather and rid-

ing conditions. “The timing was actually perfect,” 

Fitz said. “We just had our first rain this winter, 

so the dirt couldn’t have been better.”

 Two-stroke smoke filled the early day air when 

the riders brought their bikes to life.

 The day wasn’t just about riding; it was about 

spending time with friends and family in remem-

brance of a fallen rider. Between sessions on the 

course, Robbie Maddison took his son, Kruz, for 

a ride. 

 Although he is best known for his Step Up leaps, 

Ronnie Renner can still let loose on a ramp with 

impressive tricks like this indian air.
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B e h i n d  T h e  L e n s

In the history of motocross films, there aren’t many 

shooters quite as prolific as Jay Schweitzer. He has been 

filming motocross since the birth of the FMX scene when 

freeriding began in the mid-’90s and has produced 

some of the most prevalent films to date, including the 

popular On The Pipe franchise and various TransWorld 

Motocross productions. When it came time for the pro-

ducers of Eigo Sato’s documentary to shoot in Califor-

nia, Schweitzer was an easy choice.

“I was contacted by ‘Cazy’ a few months ago. He was 

Eigo Sato’s main filmer over the years of his career,” 

Schweitzer said. “I was brought on as a producer and 

director of photography for the main riding segments in 

the US portion of the film. Cazy also asked for my help 

to find a few locations to do a freeride tribute with all 

of Eigo’s close riding friends.” With his years of experi-

ence and countless FMX contacts, Schweitzer instantly 

thought of a location he knows well: “Fitzland seemed 

like the obvious choice, since Eigo actually rode there 

a few times and it was close to most of Eigo’s friends.”

The shoot at Fitzland was massive—complete with a 

helicopter, numerous filmers, and an “A” list of riders. 

Anyone who was in attendance knew it was something 

special. “Eigo was one of the most humble and hard-

working riders I have ever filmed,” Schweitzer continued. 

“It was an honor and a privilege to be a part of such an 

amazing tribute to a true legend of the sport of FMX, 

which we all love.”
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TOP: With a permanent green card, Japan’s Taka Hi-

gashino now calls California home, but his heart will 

always be with his homeland. For Taka, the day of 

riding with his closest friends both from Japan and 

America was something he will always cherish. “We all 

used to ride together in Japan,” he said, “so I felt like a 

kid in a candy store riding with everyone again.”

RIGHT: A member of the Japanese MX Virus squad, 

Daisuke Suzuki was one of the many Japanese riders 

that came over for the shoot. “Dice” threw down the 

entire day, cracking off huge tricks and making every 

leap look easy.
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2 014  WINTER  SO-CAL  CUP

RD.1  /  DEC .  29  /  M ILESTONE 

RD.2  /  JAN .  1 2  /  GLEN HELEN

RD.3  /  JAN .  26  /  COMP EDGE

RD.4  /  FEB .  9  /  PERR IS

RD.5  /  FEB .  16  /  CAHUILLA

RD.6  /  MAR .  2  /  MILESTONE

MEMBERSHIP  AND ENTRY F EES  CA N  B E  PA ID  ON L IN E  AT  T WMXRS .COM

  



uilding motorcycles with incredible detail 

at no expense spared is a Pro Circuit spe-

cialty. We have spun laps on numerous 

full-sized dirt bikes pieced together with parts 

pulled from the catalog of the Corona, California, 

shop and have been impressed each time by the 

performance that Mitch Payton and Co. pull from 

a modern-day motocross machine. So, when 

the call to test a fully-built 2014 Kawasaki KX85  

came through, we jumped 

at the chance to see what 

could be done to the impres-

sive mini-bike when money 

is not an object.

The story behind the Pro 

Circuit Kawasaki KX85 is 

simple: the father of an up 

and coming East Coast ama-

teur racer wanted a bike for 

his son to wage war on, and 

figured the brand with a his-

tory of crafting monster min-

is for Ricky Carmichael and James Stewart was 

the best option. A 2014 KX85 was the chosen 

as base of the build, as the bike was thoroughly 

redesigned with the current generation of young 

riders in mind. Although no changes occurred to 

the chassis, Kawasaki revised numerous compo-

nents in the engine, suspension, and ergonomics 

for a package that is much improved over the 

prior offering. 

A brand-new bike was wheeled straight from 

the dealership floor to the PC garage, where it 

was promptly stripped and scattered to the re-

spective service areas of the shop. Work on the 

engine began with the cylinder and head under-

going the standard porting and polishing. Be-

cause Kawasaki implemented a larger crankshaft 

and single-ring piston in the 2014 design, these 

OEM components were kept instead of an after-

market swap. A modified carburetor was paired 

to a V-Force reed valve and Twin Air filter, and 

optimizes the air and fuel funneled into the en-

gine. To handle both the increase in power and 

abuse inflicted by a mini rider, the clutch was re-

built with an inner hub, basket, and plates from 

Hinson and the stock clutch 

springs were replaced with 

stiffer Pro Circuit coils. To 

complete the engine pack-

age, a Works pipe and R-304 

Shorty silencer exhaust sys-

tem was bolted into place. 

Because so much power is 

pulled from the small engine, 

overheating is a major con-

cern. Kawasaki addressed the 

issue on the 2014 bike with 

a radiator that 52-percent 

larger than the previous unit, but with thousands 

spent on the motor alone, any additional cooling 

is welcome insurance. The stock radiator lid was 

promptly replaced with a higher-pressure 1.6 cap 

and the standard hoses were traded for Pro Cir-

cuit tubes that use a high-grade silicone that can 

withstand heat and expansion. The underside of 

the fuel tank was wrapped in silver reflective film 

to protect the gas from the engine and exhaust’s 

intensity, and thermostrips were placed in various 

areas to monitor temperatures. 

Revamped components and settings on both 

the fork and shock are a welcomed change to 

the stock KX85, but they are simply no match for 

one of Pro Circuit’s marquee products, the Works 

B y  M i c h a e l  a n t o n o v i c h

P h o t o s  B y  D o n n  M a e D a

B

M i t c h  P a y t o n  a n D  c o .  t u r n  a  s t a n D a r D  M i n i - B i k e 

i n t o  a  w o r k s  M a c h i n e .

P r o  c i r c u i t  k a w a s a k i  k X 8 5

T h e  W o r k s

T h e  B A s e

A brand-new KX85 was wheeled 

straight from the dealership floor to 

the PC garage, where it was promptly 

stripped and scattered to the respec-

tive service areas of the shop.
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T h e  G o o D s

There are some cosmetic pieces that  

if left out would have lowered the 

price, but when thousands have been 

spent on suspension kits and motor 

modifications, what are a few bucks for 

aluminum engine plugs and covers? 

procircuit.com

Suspension package. Each end is fully dis-

assembled and then reconstructed with ex-

otic materials, additional parts, and vavled 

to the rider’s personal settings. The biggest 

perk of the Works Suspension for a mini is 

the drastically increased range of adjust-

ability to both the fork and shock. 

All said, the Pro Circuit Kawasaki KX85 is 

hands down the best mini bike we have ever 

ridden. The parts list required to make a full 

works bike is both lengthy and costly, but 

the final product is a motorcycle which has 

reached its pinnacle in performance. A slew 

of Team Green amateurs spent time on simi-

lar machines during their rise to the profes-

sional ranks, and after a few laps we under-

stand a small part of how they were able to 

reach insane speeds aboard a small-wheeled 

bike. There is no way to purchase skill, but if 

your young rider oozes potential, this bike 

can help take them to the next level.
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Pivot Works, the creator of the original all-in-one, OE-quality chassis maintenance kit, has returned with another industry first:  

The Lifetime Replacement Offer. Rising above other companies in the industry, we’re proud to offer this unique program that is the 

only one of its kind. Where our competitors leave you at the point of purchase, Pivot Works is happy to get you moving again for no extra 

cost. This promise applies to all of our kits and works for every application we make. There are no tricks, gimmicks or outrageous rules 

to follow. Simply buy a Pivot Works kit, run it for its useful life and then return it for a new one. That’s service customers can count on. 

That’s the Pivot Works promise.

HAVE OUR

WHAT

DONE FOR YOU? 

IMITATORS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE NEW LIFETIME REPLACEMENT OFFER,
visit us online at pivotworks.com or visit your local Pivot Works dealer  

for full details and the kits you need.

P I V O T  W O R K S ,  I N C .   |   2 7 5 1  PA R K S I D E  C I R C L E   |   U R B A N D A L E ,  I O WA  5 0 3 2 2   |   5 1 5 . 4 0 2 . 8 0 0 0   |   P I V O T W O R K S . C O M

  



RIDER IMPRESSION

Zachary Taylor

AGE: 12

HEIGHT/WEIGHT: 4’11”/94lbs

ABILITY: Novice

BIKES RECENTLY RACED/RIDDEN: 2014 Kawasaki KX85

It was a great day when I found out not only would I get to miss school, 

but that I would get to ride the new Pro Circuit Works 2014 Kawasaki 

KX85. I was so pumped! My current bike is a 2014 KX85 with a Pro 

Circuit pipe and silencer, and its fast enough on its own, so I knew the 

works bike was going to rip because James Stewart and Ricky Carmi-

chael won championships as amateurs on the Team Green Kawasaki 

bikes using Pro Circuit parts. Once I got to the track and the bike was 

unloaded, I was amazed! It had so many trick parts on it that I couldn’t 

believe my eyes. Pro Circuit did so many things to the motor that it would 

take a year to list all of the mods, but I know that the power from bot-

tom to top was incredible! I could hit all of the jumps effortlessly and 

the throttle response was insane!  This bike was so much faster than 

my stock bike that I thought for sure it used a big-bore kit. The Works 

Suspension was out of this world! It soaked up most of the bumps with 

ease and helped the bike stay planted through ruts and turns with a 

plush feel. The longer linkage kept the rear end of the bike from kicking 

me in the butt on braking bumps and the triple clamps opened up the 

ride area, which made the bike feel much more comfortable. If I had to 

change one thing about the bike it would be the bar height, because 

they are a little low for me. Overall, this is by far the best bike I have ever 

ridden and it was a real privilege to get some laps on it. Now if I could 

just get my dad to hook me up! 

T h e  L I s T

M o T o r C Y C L e

2014 Kawasaki KX85 - $4349

e N G I N e

PC Head & Cylinder Modification - $329.95

PC Carburetor Modification - $249.95 

PC Works Pipe - $241.95

PC R-304 Shorty Silencer - $119.95

PC 1.6 Radiator Cap - $34.95

PC Silicone Hose Kit - $74.95

PC Clutch Springs - $54.95

PC Clutch Cover - $189.95

Hinson Clutch Basket - $249.99

Hinson Pressure Plate - $229.99

Hinson Inner Hub - $299.99

V-Force Reed Cage - $148

Twin Air Filter - $32.95

GET Engine Hour Meter - $49.95

s U s P e N s I o N  &  C h A s s I s

PC Works Suspension Forks - $2995

PC Works Suspension Shock – $1465

Triple Clamp Kit – $549.95

Renthal 7/8 Handlebars -$74.95

Renthal Half-Waffle Grip - $12.95

W h e e L s  &  A C C e s s o r I e s

PC Thermostrips - $19.95

PC Silver Reflective Film - $49.95

PC Axle Blocks - $59.95

PC Cable Guide - $9.95

PC Brake Snake - $16.95

PC Launch Control - $109.95

PC Rear Brake Clevis - $54.95

PC Banjo Bolts (2 sets per bike) - $89.90

PC Fuel Tank Breather Hose - $9.95

PC Crossbar Pad - $19.95

PC Throttle Tube - $59.95 

PC Team Graphics & Seat Cover - $199.95 

Excel Wheel Set - $1150

Braking Rotor Kit & Pads - $246.90

Renthal Sprocket - $64.95

RK Gold Chain - $40.22

Raptor Titanium Footpegs - $359.95

G r A N D  T o T A L

$14,406.59
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no secret that two-strokes have seen little 

advancement during recent model years, 

but this lack of attention has not kept Ya-

maha from producing and selling its popular YZ line. One 

of the best bikes in the 125cc two-stroke market, it has re-

mained a popular choice for beginner riders, young racers 

moving up from a minibike, and those looking for a low-cost, 

low-maintenance machine. And the one thing that has kept 

the bike’s price reasonable is the lack of new technology in 

each model year.

To put it bluntly, there have been no major changes  

to the YZ range in quite some time. A bevy of modifications 

took place from 2005 until 2011, including an aluminum 

frame, Kayaba SSS suspension, carburetor adjustments, and 

a worldwide universal pipe, and these created the bike that 

sits on present-day dealership floors. However, in the past 

three years, the small-bore tiddler has seen only cosmetic 

makeovers in new graphics and the ac-

cent of the moment, a white rear fender. 

This is not to say that the bike is suf-

fering. In fact, it can be argued that it 

is the most technologically advanced 

and best-performing bike on the market 

for the price tag it carries. It has a mo-

tor with decades of technology and testing to its credit. The 

Kayaba SSS suspension is perfectly suited for the lightweight 

machine, and it has smooth action through the entire range 

with the ability to fit any rider with a few adjustments. Lastly, 

the Mikuni TMX 38 carburetor delivers a consistent flow of 

fuel and jetting changes can be made to adjust to the sur-

roundings. 

In the final years of the two-stroke era, when each of the 

“big five” made 125s for the new model year, the Yamaha 

engine was praised as the best in the class. For its size, the 

YZ had enough grunt to appease the small need for low-end 

power, a strong middle that could help a rider in any situ-

ation, and a top-end that offered plenty of over-rev. Still, it 

has been exactly seven years since the engine has seen a 

modification and compared to the only other 125 on the 

market, the KTM 125 SX, it is now shy on horsepower. The dif-

ference in power is minuscule (34.1 peak horsepower from 

the YZ compared to the 34.66 from the KTM) and only on 

a dynamometer is it truly noticeable, but one would think 

LUTES

IT’S

2014 YAMAHA YZ125

RACE TEST

The aluminum frame is 

precise and responds to any 

input from the rider. 

that Yamaha would like to up the ante against its lone rival 

in the class.

Manufacturers are searching for the best suspension 

components for the hulking four-stroke models that domi-

nate the market, and each year we see new settings on forks 

and shocks in an attempt to cope with the added weight 

and power output of the thumpers. But Yamaha and Kayaba 

have mastered the suspension of a two-stroke with the use 

of SSS components. A massive 18 mm shock shaft, Kashima-

coated internals, titanium shock spring, and flawless valv-

ing are impressive for any machine and make for a perfectly 

sprung package. It’s another area of the bike that has seen 

no change in some time, but any modification from either OE 

would be unnecessary. 

On The Track

After turning the fuel petcock and pulling open the choke, 

our fresh two-stroke fired to life with a 

couple quick kicks. The few moments in 

the pit area waiting for the engine to 

properly warm were spent remembering 

the style necessary to properly ride a 

125, but everything came flooding back 

once we took to the track. Hitting each 

shift perfectly is key to getting the most from the small two-

stroke engine, and when in the right gear and at the perfect 

rpm, it is an absolute blast to hang on to. This, however, does 

come with some typical two-stroke characteristics. There is 

no “rolling” through corners like on a four-stroke; you must 

keep the engine on the small, powerful spread that is the 

snappy low-end or else the engine will stumble and lose 

power. Carrying momentum is key to clearing obstacles, and 

a simple blip of the throttle will not get you out of trouble 

when it comes to hitting jumps. But when piloted the proper 

way there are few machines that are as exciting to ride as 

a YZ125. 

Matched with the small but powerful-for-its-size engine 

is a chassis package that is light and agile. The aluminum 

frame is precise and responds to any input from the rider. 

It tracks straight and true down fast lines of a course, and 

changing lanes midway through a section is a breeze. Snak-

ing through an inside line is possible and the bike remains 

planted in ruts, but taking the short way around a turn is 
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RIDER IMPRESSION

RYAN SURRATT

AGE: 16

HEIGHT/WEIGHT: 5’9”, 145 lbs.

ABILITY: Intermediate

BIKES RECENTLY RACED/RIDDEN: 2013 Yamaha YZ125, YZ250, YZ250F, YZ450F

Riding a 125 is so much fun because it’s so 

much different than any other bike out there. 

You can hold it wide open just about every-

where on the track, and it’s so light that you 

can throw it around with ease. It’s almost im-

possible to lose control of a 125 because you 

just manhandle it everywhere.

When I got off 85s, the YZ125 was a per-

fect stepping stone to get used to the way 

a full-sized bike feels. The power was not in-

timidating, even though it was faster than my 

minibikes, and the pipey powerband kept me 

on my toes and didn’t allow me to become 

lazy. Even though I am currently racing four-

strokes, I still make it a point to go out on my 

two-strokes now and then to stay sharp.

The Yamaha YZ125 may not have changed 

at all in recent years, but it’s a great bike. It’s 

light, it handles perfect, it corners well, and 

it’s pretty fast in stock condition. If you bolt 

a few things on it, it’s almost unbeatable! I 

hope Yamaha never stops making these.

hITS

› Excellent powerband with great power  

  throughout the rpm range.

› Great suspension performance,  

  front and rear.

› Comfortable ergonomics with adjustable   

  handlebar positions.

› Great transition bike for riders getting  

  off minis bikes.

› Strong brakes, front and rear.

MISSeS

› Dated appearance.

FIxeS

› UFO makes a plastic update kit that gives  

  the YZ125 a much-more aggressive look.

› Boyesen Rad Valve gives the bike snappier  

  throttle response down low.

nowhere near as fun or simple as pinning the 

powerplant and blasting through the outside 

berm. The Kayaba SSS suspension absorbs any 

bump or jump thrown its way, as long as the rider 

is in the range of the valving, which is intended 

for young, middleweight riders coming off of a 

minibike. Although our fastest young test rider 

bottomed out the suspension on a few more 

massive jumps, he still raved about the respon-

siveness and action from the SSS components. 

When given to the right suspension shop, the 

bike can be made to match any rider. 

WhaT We ThInk

With its snappy engine, agile chassis, and 

properly tuned suspension, the YZ125 is the 

perfect bike for nearly every rider. Beginners 

and youngsters will learn the skills necessary to 

master a full-size machine, experienced riders 

will have a blast attempting to get every ounce 

of performance they can from the engine, and 

Vet-class riders can build a modified machine 

for a modest price. It is not the fastest bike on 

the course—far from it, in fact—but in the right 

hands it can hold its own with the rest of the 

starting line. 
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FEATURED RETAIL 
PARTNER LISTING

ArizonA

AEo Powersports  
(Peoria)
PH: (623) 561-1247
aeopowersports.com 

north Valley Honda & Kawasaki  
(Phoenix)
PH: (602) 996-9280
northvalleyhonda.com

CAliforniA

BTo Sports  
(Thousand oaks)
PH: (805) 777-7601
btosports.com 

Clairemont Cycle Supply  
(San Diego)
PH: (858) 571-5531
clairemontcyclesupply.com

Green House Marine  
(norco)
PH: (951) 479-9640 
greenhousemarine.com

langston Motorsports  
(Perris)
PH: (951) 471-8205
langstonmotorsports.com

S.C. rider Supply  
(San Clemente)
PH: (949) 388-0521
scridersupply.com

Scotts Performance Products 
(Montrose)
PH: (818) 248-6747
scottsonline.com

The racers Edge  
(Simi Valley)
PH: (805) 582-9495
tremx.com

ColorADo

Apex Sports inc.  
(Colorado Springs)
PH: (719) 475-2437
apexsportsinc.com

floriDA

WMr Competition  
(Stuart)
PH: 1-866-WMR-Race
wmr1.com

ioWA

Struthers Bros  
Kawasaki/Suzuki  
(Des Moines)
PH: (515) 282-3634
struthersbros.com

MASSACHuSETTS

DCs Cycle Accessories  
& Servce/DCs Suspension  
(Westfield)
PH: (413) 562-7122 
dcscycle.com

MinnESoTA

Bob’s Cycle Supply  
(St. Paul)
PH: 1-800-437-2627
bobscycle.com

larson’s Cycle  
(Cambridge)
PH: (763) 689-2760
larsonscycle.com

norTH CArolinA

East Coast Vintage MX  
(raleigh)
(919) 790-2235
eastcoastvintagemx.com

nEVADA

reno Motorsports  
(reno)
PH: (775) 322-1499
rms-renomotorsports.com

nEW YorK

Parker MX  
(Greenwich)
PH: (518) 692-7025
parkermx.com

oHio

Kames Sports Center  
(Canton)
PH: (330) 499-4558
kamessports.com
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Robbie MAddison & TYleR beReMAn
 LUTES

  



TAKA HIGASHINO / TEMECULA, CA

///////

IN THE wOrLd Of COMpETITIvE frEESTyLE 

MOTOCrOSS, JApAN’S TAKA HIGASHINO 

IS ONE Of THE bEST. wITH AN ExTENSIvE 

rEpErTOIrE Of TrICKS, LIKE THIS COrdOvA 

fLIp, wITNESSING TAKA rIdE IS LIKE 

wATCHING A TrUE-TO-LIfE vIdEO GAME. 

wOULd yOU HAvE IMAGINEd THIS vArIATION 

wAS pOSSIbLE 10 yEArS AGO?

P: Brendan Lutes

d: CANON EOS 5d MArK III, CANON 17-24MM 

f2.8 LENS, ISO 1000, 1/1600TH @ f6.3

  



  



  



RYAN VILLOPOTO & ADAM CIANCIARULO / 

VILLOPOTO COMPOUND, FL

///////

ADAM CIANCIARULO hAD A ROUgh sTART 

TO hIs ROOkIe YeAR, bUT FOLLOwINg hIs 

FIRsT RACe AT bUDDs CReek, he sLOwLY 

PICkeD UP hIs sPeeD UNTIL he wAs A 

RegULAR AT The FRONT OF The PACk. IF 

YOU’Re wONDeRINg hOw he MANAgeD TO 

DO IT, heRe’s YOUR ANsweR: COUNTLess 

DAYs OF RIDINg AND TRAININg wITh The 

sPORT’s FAsTesT RACeR, RYAN VILLOPOTO, 

AT RV’s PALATIAL FLORIDA COMPOUND ON 

ITs TwO FULL-sIze sUPeRCROss TRACks 

AND ONe DReAMLIke OUTDOOR COURse. 

ON ThIs DAY, AFTeR AN ALL-DAY PhOTO 

shOOT FOR The 2014 ThOR CATALOg RV 

AND AC PRACTICeD sTARTs TOgeTheR—

AND Yes, ADAM DID sNAke AwAY A COUPLe 

OF hOLeshOTs FROM The ChAMP.

P: Brendan Lutes

D: CANON eOs 5D MARk III, CANON 300MM 

F2.8 LeNs, IsO 640, 1/1600Th @ F5.6
  



CHRISTIAN CRAIG / WYVERN RANCH, CA

///////

THE fINAl TImE WE WoRkEd WITH THE VERY 

TAlENTEd CHRISTIAN CRAIG bEfoRE HE ANNouNCEd 

HIS RETIREmENT fRom pRofESSIoNAl RACING CAmE 

duRING ouR SHooT AT WYVERN RANCH foR THE 

upComING The Flow moVIE. CRAIG THREW HIS bIkE 

ARouNd WITH A TExTbook SmooTH STYlE foR ouR 

CAmERAS ANd CREATEd A pART IN THE fIlm THAT 

WIll TRulY mAkE You WANT To RIdE. Add To THAT 

THE bREATHTAkING SouTHERN CAlIfoRNIA SCENERY, 

ANd IT’S A mATCH mAdE IN HEAVEN.

P: Brendan Lutes

d: CANoN EoS 5d mARk III, CANoN 17-24mm f2.8 lENS, 

ISo 640, 1/1600TH @ f9

  



  



  



RYAN duNGEY & mARVIN muSQuIN

///////

REd bull HAS A REpuTATIoN foR CREATING uNIQuE 

EVENTS THAT REAllY CApTuRE YouR ImAGINATIoN. THE 

STRAIGHT RHYTHm GAVE RIdERS A CHANCE To RACE doWN 

A SupERCRoSS TRACk, SANS THE pESkY CoRNERS. REd bull 

kTm TEAmmATES RYAN duNGEY ANd mARVIN muSQuIN HAd A 

blAST oN THE 1/2 mIlE TEST CouRSE.

P: donn maeda

d: CANoN EoS 1d-x, CANoN 70-200mm f2.8 lENS, ISo 640, 

1/1600TH @ f10

  



  



JoSH GRANT/CASTIllo RANCH, CA

///////

oNE RIdER IN The Flow THAT EpITomIzES THE fIlm’S 

TITlE IS JoSH GRANT. WITH A fluId STYlE ANd AN 

AlmoST EffoRTlESS buT ImpRESSIVE WHIp, GRANT 

bRINGS To lIfE THE pHRASE, “HE HAS The Flow .” 

duRING THE fINAl dAY of fIlmING AT CASTIllo 

RANCH IN CENTRAl CAlIfoRNIA, GRANT REpEATEdlY 

HIT THIS Jump ANd mAdE SuRE HIS JGR/ToYoTA/

YAmAHA Yz450f WAS upSIdE doWN uNTIl IT WAS 

CERTAIN WE CApTuREd THE SHoT.

P: Brendan Lutes

d: CANoN EoS 5d mARk III, CANoN 70-200mm f2.8 

lENS, ISo 640, 1/1600TH @ f5.6

  



bILLy LANINOvICH / fAISST COMpOUNd, CA

///////

If yOU fOLLOwEd THE SpOrT IN THE 

EArLy 2000S, THEN yOU KNOw bILLy 

LANINOvICH. If yOU pAId ExTrEMELy 

CLOSE ATTENTION, THEN yOU MAy 

rEMEMbEr HIS Transworld MoTocross 

COvEr frOM JUNE 2005, wHErE HE wAS 

rIdICULOUSLy UpSIdE dOwN AbOArd HIS 

AMSOIL/fACTOry CONNECTION/HONdA. 

ALTHOUGH IT’S bEEN EIGHT yEArS SINCE 

THE SHOT ANd SOME TIME AwAy frOM THE 

SpOrT, “LANO” HASN’T LOST HIS TOUCH. IN 

fACT, HE wAS ONE Of ONLy EIGHT rIdErS 

TO QUALIfy fOr THE dIrT SHArK bEST 

wHIp COMpETITION AT THE 2013 MONSTEr 

ENErGy CUp, wHErE HE fINISHEd SEvENTH.

P: Brendan Lutes

d: CANON EOS 5d MArK III, CANON 70-200MM 

f2.8 LENS, ISO 640, 1/1600TH @ f7.1
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COLE SEELy / COrONA, CA 

///////

wHEN SHOOTING A COvEr, wE dON’T 

JUST SNAp ONE Or TwO pHOTOS ANd 

CALL IT GOOd. IT TAKES HArd wOrK ON 

pArT Of bOTH THE pHOTOGrApHEr ANd 

rIdEr. fOr THIS MONTH’S COvEr IMAGE, 

wE HAd TrOy LEE dESIGNS/LUCAS OIL/

HONdA’S COLE SEELy HIT NUMErOUS 

JUMpS ANd rAIL vArIOUS COrNErS 

bEfOrE wE fINALIzEd ON THE IMAGE. 

THIS pArTICULAr SHOT, HOwEvEr, wE 

COULdN’T JUST LET SLIp AwAy INTO OUr 

ArCHIvES. THE COMbINATION Of THE 

SOUTHErN CALIfOrNIA SUNSET ANd 

COLE’S SHINy NEw 2014 SET Up MAKE 

fOr AN UNfOrGETTAbLE IMAGE.

P: Brendan Lutes

d: CANON EOS 5d MArK III, CANON 24-70MM 

f2.8 LENS, ISO 640, 1/200TH @ f11, prOfOTO 

ACUTE b2 wITH ONE prOfOTO fLASH HEAd 

ANd SpOrTS rEfLECTOr
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a stellar season aboard pur-

chased Suzuki equipment, the 

Rockstar Energy Racing team has earned support 

from KTM for 2014 and beyond, which gives riders 

and team personnel access to factory equipment 

and settings. The switch from one manufacturer to 

another can be a challenge for not only the rider, 

but the mechanic as well. While the rider has to ad-

just to a foreign feel and a new color on the front 

fender, the mechanic must adapt to working on 

something constructed differently inside and out.

For mechanic Steve Westfall, the transition to 

the Austrian-made motorcycles has been a simple 

process, thanks to support from the OEM. Despite 

having only a few months of testing and riding before 

the start of the 2014 Supercross series, “Scuba” and 

his rider Davi Millsaps put in more than their share of 

time at the test track to prepare. With the bike freshly 

prepped for a day of testing, we talked Scuba into giv-

ing us the inside scoop on the new orange machine.

FACTORY SERVICES: We have an agreement with 

Factory Services at KTM where we get everything 

that they have. Factory Services is in the same 

building as the factory team, but if any regular 

rider wanted to get a Factory Services motor done, 

they can send it in. This bike is basically a replica 

of Ryan Dungey’s bike. We can get whatever we 

want or need, and Factory Services builds the en-

gines for us. We’ve been testing engine stuff with 

them since the first week he’s been on the bike.

AFTER

ROCKSTAR ENERGY RACING KTM’S STEVE WESTFALL

RIDER: DAVI MILLSApS

HOMETOWN: WATERLOO, NEW YORK

YEARS WRENCHING: 8

pAST RIDERS: LEVI REID, CHARLES ELLIS,  

KYLE CuNNINGHAM, TREVOR DOWNEY, JAKE AND pAuL 

CARpENTER, BLAKE BAGGETT, AND MARTIN DAVALOS

TRANSITION: I had worked on Suzuki bikes for 

years, and the switch has been a little bit of a 

transition, but I’m getting used to it. The first time 

I worked on a Suzuki, it also took some time to get 

used to everything, but the more you work on the 

bike, the easier it becomes to find ways of getting 

things done.
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comfortable chassis-wise is important, and for 

him, we’re pretty close.

ENGINE: Davi is really happy with the engine 

and was happy with the baseline settings we 

received. The bike has a ton of useable power, 

and he has no complaints with the motor. But 

the more that you get used to the bike, the more 

you build up to different steps, so we’ve been 

trying different options and configurations with 

Factory Services to see which one suits him the 

best.

SUSPENSION: The suspension has been differ-

ent. KTM runs a 52 mm WP fork, rather than 

the 49 mm Showa fork that we ran last year. 

It’s just a different feel, because it’s a different 

motorcycle. Everything is different and new, so 

SETUP: The biggest struggle for him to overcome 

has been the overall feel of the bike. When you 

go from an aluminum frame—like what he had 

been riding for years—to a steel frame, the bike 

will have different characteristics. There are dif-

ferences, but there are also a lot of similarities, 

and it’s difficult to explain without going into too 

much technical talk. Despite that, he says that 

the frames feel similar in a way.

CHASSIS: The chassis is the biggest focus when 

going to a new bike. You could have a fast motor 

with a bike that didn’t handle well and it would 

be a struggle, or you could have a chassis that 

handled great but with a slow motor and you’d 

be fine. Basically, the chassis is the main focus. 

If you can get the chassis dialed, the engine 

will be easier to improve. Getting everything 

there’s a lot of testing involved, but it’s no dif-

ferent than last year when we started the 450 

program with our team. We’ve done testing with 

the suspension, and we just need to get him to 

the feeling that he wants to be at. WP has done 

everything to get him comfortable and happy. 

It’s a work in progress, and KTM is here to help 

us do whatever we need to get it done.

WEAR AND TEAR: He rode this bike for five weeks 

before injuring his ankle, but I found that he 

wears out the exact same things as he did on his 

old bike. He grips the bike so hard that he goes 

through stuff like plastic and cosmetics. He goes 

through grips every other day, blows through the 

plastics every two days, and he’s hard on the 

brakes. But he doesn’t ever use the clutch, so I 

don’t have to change that as often. 
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THIS IS MOTOCROSS

THE BRAVE MAY NOT LIVE FOREVER, BUT THE CAUTIOUS MAY NOT LIVE AT ALL.
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It started in 1994 by a group of skateboarders with a viewpoint that was nearly unheard of at the time 

-that skate shoes should be designed with skateboarder’s needs in mind. From there, the spark of 

innovation caught fi re and led to a revolution in action sports footwear and apparel. To celebrate this 

milestone, DC is proud to present “The LYNX.” Direct inspiration from one of our most beloved models 

modernized to meet the standards of today and tomorrow. For 20 years prior, and for 20 years ahead, 

DC’s dedication to progression inspires athletes around the world to DEFY CONVENTION
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